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Human movement



“homo faber”: we are the skillful species who 
make things 

using fluent sequences of movement, linked on-
line to sensory information

multiple motor skills which can be adapted and 
be performed concurrently 

excellent fast scene perception 

fine (compliant) manipulation skills 

Human movement



Human movement generation

posture/balance

locomotion

navigating: moving through space

stepping 

rhythmic (dance, music)

whole body skills, sports

reach, grasp, manipulate

speech articulatory movement

involuntary... automatic

voluntary

object oriented



What is “motor control”?

... the neural processes underlying movement 
generation of organisms…

“movement generation”

[neurally controlled movement…

not the tropisms and transport phenomena of biological 
mobility in plants, amoebae, etc. 

not falling from a tower ;=)



What is entailed in generating an 
object-oriented movement? 

scene and object perception

movement preparation

movement initiation and 
termination

movement timing and 
coordination

control 

degree of freedom problem

movement
preparation

timing 

control 



What is entailed in generating an 
object-oriented movement? 

sequential organization of 
movement: behavioral 
organization

goals, motivation, problem 
solving

memory, spatial maps

adaptation 

skill learning 

movement
preparation

timing 

control 



What is entailed in generating an 
object-oriented movement? 

=> spans perception, cognition 
and control

… difficult to isolate any 
individual process, which is 
why movement is hard to 
study 

critical to understand 
integration

movement
preparation

timing 

control 



Neural computation: learning 
from analogies with the human 

nervous system



feature maps, within neural activation 
controls the attentional foreground 

and that are continuously linked to sensory 
input … 

sequences of attentional selection decisions 
generate scene representations

(1) visual cognition





is driven by scene representation

(2) movement planning

From scene representation 
to movement plan

   

Fig. 3. Tracking. This figure shows three subsequent shots from a tracking experiment. In the top row, the leftmost image depicts a scene consisting of
five objects, which are placed on the workspace. The three plots on the right show the corresponding field activity in the space-feature fields. In each case,
the vertical axis represents the associated feature dimension and a color code is used to indicate the level of activation (red: high levels, blue: low levels of
activation). All five objects are represented with associative peaks in these fields. In the middle row, a human user is moving around objects with both hands.
Although the hands are a significant disturbance in the camera image, they do not conflict with the information contained in the space-feature fields, since
they do not carry along supra-threshold activity. The bottom row shows the scene after the interaction. The activity patterns in the three fields are spatially
updated without losing the contained information about the objects’ characteristics: label, color, and size.

recognition system. For each scene we test the cueing for every
object. Before the cueing experiment the semantic content of a
scene is acquired with the same procedure used in experiment
III-A. In the label cue field, we boost one of the labels, which
belongs to an object contained in the scene. After bringing
the label cue field to the threshold, which produces a slice-
shaped activation in the space-label query field, the overlap
of label cue and the content of the scene representation’s
space-label field creates a selection decision in the space-label
query field. Activity of this field is projected along the label
axis (by summing up), leading to an output of purely spatial
information. This output is fed to the space query field, which
also builds up a peak at the location of the object with the
given label cue (see Fig. 4). Activity in this field is then passed
on to the retinal space selection field, which is connected to
the saccade motor field. The motor field finally triggers the
saccade to the cued object.

On each cueing trial, every object was successfully re-
centered after providing the corresponding label cue. The
whole query process from cue input to reaching the saccade
target took an average time of three seconds, which is roughly
the time needed to process a single scene object. This states
clearly the advantage of carrying along a scene representation
compared to a purely bottom-up sequential scanning of each
object given a label. The query can be achieved in constant
time, whereas scanning the scene and recognizing each object

would scale linearly with the number of objects in the scene,
without regarding an additional mechanism to ensure that each
object is only inspected once.

Fig. 4. Label query. In this figure, two camera images in the top row indicate,
on which retinal position the system is currently fixated with its gaze. The
image on the left shows the eye position after the scene is scanned, sitting
on the last scanned object. The right image shows the result of a given label
cue for the tube of sun screen. This cue pre-activates the corresponding slice
(blue plane), producing a supra-threshold peak (red) int the space-label query
field. The saccade movement is triggered by this selection, seen in the bottom
row before and after the cue input.

movement
direction

movement
extent

scene representation in body-
centered reference frame and object 
selected 

transform scene representation into 
hand-centered frame to extract a 
parametric movement plan: 
movement extent and direction 

=> need representation of (initial) 
position of hand in space

From scene representation 
to movement plan
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… based on neural activation fields
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… online updating



all movement is coordinated, timed, and 
multi-sensory… 

(3) timing and coordination





are tunable (dampened) 
springs

(4) muscles

Why is this a problem at all?

In this posture our elbow does not 
behave like a passive mechanical 
system with a free joint at the 
elbow: 

where J is inertial moment of 
forearm (if upper arm is held fixed) 

Instead, the elbow resists, when 
pushed => there is active control= 
stabilization of the joint 

J �̈ = 0

=>experiment

agonist-antagonist action

one lambda per muscle 

tested on muscles 
detached at one end 

co-constraction 
controls stiffness

force applied

agonist

antagonist





Anatol Feldman 
has figured out, 
what the 
macroscopic 
description of this 
stabilization is

the invariant 
characteristic

The mass spring model 

force applied

muscle activation 
and force result 
from spatial 
command



research

active elastic actuators

the capability of an actuator to satisfy the requirements of a
specific application. In Fig. 3 a complete data-sheet for the
VSA-Cube is presented. Relations between torque, velocity
and stiffness are reported in it using the projections of the
three-dimensional volume, along with data about velocity
and energy stored inside the system. Notice that the square
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Fig. 4. Performance Envelope Volume (PEV) of one VSA-Cube unit
as derived from experimental validation of the prototype. Plotted data
represents the continuous working region.

characteristic plotted on the plane < τ,ω > is a consequence
of the lowest layer of control, implementing a PID loop on
the prime movers (Sec.II-B), this is also reflected in the PEV
projection on the plane < ω,σ >.

Fig. 5. Exploded 3D view of VSA-CUBE with basic components high-
lighted (a). Two configurations with different values of stiffness: minimum
stiffness (b) and maximum stiffness (c) with no external loads.

A. Mechanical design
The actuator external shape is a cube with a 55 mm edge,

(see Fig. 1,5). Small square grooves are machined along each
edge to permit the interconnection of the unit with other
components to form multi-DOF systems, as described in Sec.

IV. The external frame comprises two distinct components:
a lower case (1) and an upper case (2). The main structural
frame (5) is rigidly connected to the lower frame (1).
The two motor frames (4) are fixed on the lower face of
component (5), so as to place the motor axes, on which
two pulleys (10a, 10b) are fixed, along the frame main
diagonal. A bearing placed at the centre of the upper face
of (5) supports the output shaft rotation (7). The elastic
transmission is realized via four tendons (6a, 6b, 6c, 6d) and
four extension springs (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d). One end of each
tendon is wrapped and locked on to the output shaft, while
the other end is wrapped and locked on to a pulley, as shown
in Fig. 5(b). One end of each spring is locked on the upper
face of (5) via a pin, while the other engages with a tendon.
The output-shaft position sensor is placed on the backside of
(5). An electronic driver board (8) is put inside the unit in
the space left between the motors and provides connection
to the electronic power and logic bus as in Fig. 3. Finally,
an external flange (9) is fixed to the output shaft to actuate
payloads.
The operation principle of a VSA is related to the layout

adopted to implement the nonlinear spring, as described
in [20]. The VSA-Cube uses a Bidirectional Antagonistic
design, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c). This layout,
already used in some actuators (e.g. [22]), is described and
analysed in many papers (e.g. [21]).
Fig. 5(b) shows the system in a low stiffness configuration.

In this situation springs (3) and tendons (6) are not loaded.
When the two pulleys (10a) and (10b) rotate in opposite
directions, two of the four tendons get loaded, stretching
their springs and realising a configuration of high stiffness
(see Fig. 5(c)). Movement of the output shaft (7), is simply
realised by rotating the pulleys in the same direction. Some
details about the mathematical characterisation and the stiff-
ness function are reported in Sec. III.
To cut down the final cost, selection of material and

components was constrained; all frames are made with
ABS plastic using, for the first series of prototypes, rapid
prototyping techniques. Pulleys and shafts are realized with
aluminium and steel alloys. Motors are Hitec Inc. TH-7950
servo actuators (mechanical properties are shown in Fig.
2(b)), which use DC motors and linear steel gearboxes.
Finally, tendons are made with Dynema fibres.

B. Electronics and control interface
From the electrical point of view, the system is actuated

by two digital servos and the position of the output shaft is
monitored by one potentiometer. Each unit is locally con-
trolled by a Cypress microcontroller (CY8C27443-24PXI)
which takes care of interpreting data from the potentiometer,
controlling the motors and communicating with the external
world. The electrical interface of every VSA-Cube is a five-
line bus, one for the ground, one for the power of the motors,
one for the power of the logic and two implementing an
I2C bus [23]. Multiple VSA-Cube units can be connected in
series on the bus in a daisy-chain topology (see Fig. 6 for a
logical scheme of the electronic, control and communication

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. On the right side is depicted a 3D section of the variable impedance
add-on system mounted on the VSA-Cube module (a). On the left is showed
the VSA-CubeBot platform implementing two add-on in the shoulders (b).

a shear chamber filled with fluid when the four aperture
petals (2) are engaged. Part 7, fixed on the rotor axis, forms
another chamber on top of the petals. Along the maximum
diameter of 8 and 7, two O-rings a and b prevent the viscous
fluids from leaking from the chambers. The aperture system
is actuated by component 3, which is constrained to rotate
around its axis, that coincides with rotor axis 8. Part 3 is
moved by a wire transmission system (11) actuated by a
motor (6) with a pulley (9), fixed on it. Petals 2 are linked
to 3 by four pins (12), one for each petal. These pins can
translate along prismatic guides grooved on the surface of 1.
Part 4 closes the aperture system region (through the O-ring
c) and realize a hermetic volume. Hence, the viscous fluid
is contained in the chamber formed by the inside of rotor
8, and the regions delimited by 1, 8, 4 and 7. The volume
inside rotor 8 is closed by a rubber elastic membrane (10),
fixed on 8 by the output shaft of the damping system 5, and
forms a recovery chamber.
Fig. 8 shows three different operating conditions of the

damping mechanism. When the system is set to low damping
configuration the aperture is completely open and both the
chamber and the recovery chamber are filled with fluid.
When the aperture system is actuated, petals move inside the
rotating chamber pushing the moved fluid inside the recovery
chamber in 8. When petals return to an open configuration,
the fluid returns from the recovery chamber in 8 to the rotary
chamber.
The logical scheme illustrating the working principle of

the closure mechanism is shown in Fig. 9. The relation
between the angular displacement of the motor and the
damping coefficient is

d = µπ
r4e −

!

a
cos(θm/ρ)

"4

2h
(10)

where θm represents the angular displacement of the
motor, ρ = 3 represents the reduction ratio between the motor
pulley and the element 3 and a is defined as in Fig. 9.
The angle from the maximum to the minimum damping
configuration that the motor must provide is about 30◦.

Fig. 8. Three different position of the aperture mechanism: a) 0%, b) 20%
and c) 100%. During the closure movement petals push the fluid in to the
recovery chamber under the rubber membrane. When the system return to
0% closure position the fluid goes out from the recovery chamber and refills
recovery chamber.

Fig. 9. Scheme of the aperture mechanism. The blue element represents
the element 3, the red element represents one of the petals 12 with the pin
2, the black element represents the frame 1. The output-shaft center to pin
center distance at the minimum damping configuration is Lmax = 35 [mm],
at the maximum damping configuration is Lmin = 32 [mm]. The distance
between the output-shaft center and the prismatic guide on the frame 1
is a = 24.7 [mm]. The angles θmin ≈ 35◦ and θmax ≈ 45◦ are relatives to
the maximum and minimum damping configuration, respectively; hence the
maximum angular displacement of part 3 is about 10◦.

V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
A. Variable Damping Experimental Setup
To characterize and validate the VD device, a simple

experimental set-up was realized in which the rotor 8 was
actuated and both the rotation speed of the rotor and the
holding torque on the frame 1 were recorded, for different
rotation speeds and closure levels of the aperture system.
The rotor was moved by a SUN 454-0899 12V DC motor.

The rotor speed was computed by direct differentiation of the

[Antonio Bicchi]



why autonomous robots?



autonomous robots as demonstrators 
of neural function 

to show that neural process models are capable of 
generating the modeled behavior based on real 
sensory information … 

such proof of function as a source of heuristics

discover problems that are often overlooked (e.g., coordinate 
transforms)

discover non-problems that need not be solved to achieve a function 

confront the problem of synthesis or integration… 


